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Tana Barbier
French composer, graduated in 2004 from the ATLA music school in Paris, he
continued his musical studies in 2008 with electroacoustic composition in The
Conservatory of Pantin, in which he graduated in 2010 with a gold medal in
composition. He then continued with his guitar based work in the hardcore-postzoukmath-band Les Louise Mitchels, and collaborated in numerous projects between
graphic arts, photo, poetry, video, live improvisation for movies, and film soundtracks.
His latest album Aramara is a research on balance between noise, strong rhythm,
electroacoustic music, and memory evocation.
soundcloud.com/tana-barbier

Juan Manuel Escalante
After seven years of studying architecture and graduating in both college and master
programs, Juan Manuel decided finally to dedicate his life to the arts and design.
In his late years he has been using code as a creative medium. However his roles
range from: non-formal piano composer, exhibition curator, publisher/author/editor,
designer, teacher, writer, bio and sound artist.
Throughout Realität (founded in 1998); his work has been shown in the US, France,
the United Kingdom, Denmark, Spain, Mexico and the US. He has been awarded
twice with the “Young Creators” grant by the National Fund for the Arts (2010 and
2013), the first prize for two consecutive years for “Best multimedia art application of
the year” by the AMU (Universitary Scholars Multimedia Association).
He is a former member of the Master and PhD program in Architecture (National
Autonomous University of Mexico) where he teached and directed its Media Lab. He
is currently doing research to achieve his PhD at UC Santa Barbara.
realitat.com · ruidodelmundo.com

Lisa Gervassi
Graduated in 2009 from ENSAPLV (Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Paris la Villette) in
Paris with a Master’s degree in architecture and scenography.
Started her career in film as a Coordinator of Film Distribution in ND Mantarraya.
Later on, she worked at the Mexican Institute of Cinematography, where she was
in charge of international distribution in relevant international venues, such as EFM,
Cannes and TIFF.
In parallel to her professional activity, she continues to work on different artistic
projects (photography, video, illustration, music). Lisa is also the Director of the
New-Benshi Sessions, an itinerant tour of audiovisual projects through independent
cinemas in Mexico.
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lisagervassi.blogspot.com
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» 2012 - Feb. 24 th.

I met Tana Barbier in 2012.
Ernesto Romero introduced us, he
said:
–you two will get along
together [creatively]–. We were
preparing a concert with a young
ensamble called Chamizo.1
I showcased publicly one of my
first sound-reactive pieces there,
Tana played his electronic sounds
using a joystick and Chamizo
did the rest. On April 19th, at
the National Center for the Arts
in Mexico City (CENART), we
premiered the piece. At the end,
Alejandro Franco2 approached me.
His companion, a young mexican
actress, was beyond delighted –
most likely under LSD–. That day
I discovered live visual-algorithms
* Above: Sala “Manuel Felguérez¨ - Centro Multimedia. National Center for the Arts. 2012
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1 - Chamizo, in English: Tumbleweed.
2 - A young Mexican composer. Now recently involved on Algoraves in MX and the UK.

had a tremendous potential, when
under the influence.3
» 2013 - May 3 rd.

One year later, Tana invited me
for dinner to discuss a new piece.
This is when I met Lisa Gervassi,
his partner. They used to live
in Santa Mónica street, very
close to Insurgentes.4 It was a
surprisingly quiet and dark house.
It belonged to Lisa’s parents (who
had passed away years earlier).
All the furniture was a mix of old
and new. The house was heavily
populated with objects full of
stories and memories unknown
to me. Tana poured some wine
and started talking about a new
concert series called The New
Benshi Sessions.5

As the past moves further away
from us, some things become
blurry. Certain events who seemed
far from each other (separated –
perhaps– by weeks or months),
are suddenly grouped altogether
to become part of an era. The
present, always reveals to us
with a distorted sense of scale
and proportion –or perhaps, it
does the complete opposite–.
I remember however, a certain
personal fatigue towards the
visual aesthetics of code, and an
eagerness to put some humanity
into those vector-generated
shapes.

▲
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3 - In Spanish: frita(o).
4 - Insurgentes Avenue, a noisy and busy street that crosses Mexico City from north to south.
5 - Inspired on the Japanese performing tradition.

At the same time, my graphic work
(as Mateus / RuidoDelMundo)
gained attention from Gurú, a
small gallery in La Roma:
a gentrified neighborhood in
Mexico City, where Leonora
Carrington6 used to take afternoon
walks during the 80s. Looking
back, it was really obvious,
computer and hand-generated
images were about to mix
(for me).
We had several conversations at
that old house, and ultimately
decided to approach the piece in
a cinematic way. Ideas started to
raise and levitate around us.

* Above: Sketchbooks at “Proceso” a group show at Gurú. Col. Roma. MX. 2013
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6 - Surrealist painter, highly close to Remedios Varo.

We took down some of them,
some were allowed to remain in
the air »suspended« for a while,
and some others vanished or
changed shape unnoticed, like
clouds. A few ones that remained:

the source (origin) of early
references in life,
the first signs and
consequences of erosion over
mind and body,
the joy of creating
connections,
the morphing process of
thought,
the humbling experience of
discovering oneself diminute
existence,
amongst others.
These ideas became elements of
a structure, ready to be arranged.

· 28

We called it Procedencia.7
After several weeks, we were
paralyzed. Something needed to
happen. Tana and Lisa broke the
silence and sent me a first sound
draft. I was looking through my
window, watching aircrafts fly
over me, all heading to the Mexico
City airport, one after the other.
Then:
¤ a notification sound.
–Their message arrived.
–Open.
–Download attachment.
–Headphones.
–Play.

* Above: Plane trails over a south looking window. 2013
* Next page: Procedencia´s timeline sketch.
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On my left ear, Lisa’s voice started
to sing. I quickly grabbed a piece
of second rate paper at hand
and sketched freely –creating a
timeline– for the following 14
minutes.
▲

7 - Closest translation in English: origin.

It was a consequence of sound and
all images were already there!
When the sound was over, I knew
we had figured out the solution.
Now, it was time to program what
my imagination –aided by their
music–, had already built. My
heart was racing.
Their first draft was raw and
sincere. Back then –and still to this
day–, a portion of sound artists
in Mexico would play sets of half
an hour sessions of pure noise.
Once you experienced one, you
had witnessed them all; it can
become repetitive quite easily. But
Procedencia wasn’t, it provided
enough balance, and spaces inbetween to place thoughts and
watch them grow. I still see Art on
this same tone: as a tool.
· 34

I felt challenged and thought:
–Now the visual content must
be at the same level–.
And that is precisely the objective!
Finding those around you whose
work is challenging enough. Work
that helps you fuel the journey
and reach other territories. We are
always finding these few amongst
many. It’s not easy.
» 2013 - July 8 th-21 st.

At this point, we were three
weeks away from the performance
and not a single image had been
programmed. I took elements
from Mateus’ cosmogony to build
every scene. New ones appeared
during the storyboard process. At
the end of the second week, my
hands were sore from typing and
drawing. All hand-made images
and notes were done in a red
sketchbook that I used to carry
everywhere.

» 2013 - July 22 nd-31 st.

A couple of rehearsals took
place before releasing the piece.
However, since it wasn’t yet
finished, as soon as we arrived
to the uncompleted climax, the
screen would turn completely
black. There was both excitement
and uneasiness.

» 2013 - August 1 st.

One day before the show, the
scene was finally ready, but my
partners would only see screencaptures of it. We were all busy
with our other ‘jobs’: Tana with his
music production classes at SAE,
Lisa on her film festival office, and
I was carrying different battles
at the National Autonomous
University of Mexico (UNAM).
* Above: Lisa and Tana. Soundcheck at Cine Tonalá (MX). 2013
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» 2013 - August 2 nd.

9:30 pm

Back then, Cine Tonalá was a
recent new venue in La Roma.
It combined a small movie-concert
theatre and a restaurant-bar. I
had a few –but quite meaningful–
encounters there. That day was
one of them.
During the performance, all
elements came together for the
first time. It was an interesting
mixture: Lisa’s voice, Mr. Eddy’s8
electronic sounds, Mateus’
animated graphics, and my code
generated visuals; all these
elements were telling a story. It
was finally onstage where the
piece was finished,
completed.

Seven minutes into the piece,
just before the climax, when the
main character’s shell is breaking
to reveal its true self (portrayed
as a red core element), we had a
moment of insight: Lisa looked
at me as the rock on the projection
was about to break into pieces.
I realized immediately her voice
was the breaking force. It became
almost a live experiment: how far
and high Lisa’s voice could go. And
then, after this breaking point had
been crossed, everything exploded
and Tana would raise then as a
protagonist, blasting his sound
with full force. At this moment,
our mostly mono-chromatic piece
would then burst into all types of
colors.
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9 - Mr. Eddy, a side project of Tana Barbier and Lisa Gervassi.

*
Anika, a mysterious girl I met a
year earlier (who later moved to
Tibet), used to tell me:
–You need to explode Realität!
And when you do, I’d love to
be there and witness the whole
thing–.

* Above: The performance at Cine Tonalá (MX). 2013
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From the distance, I reached this
explosion, if only on stage, if
only on a short-film. Interestingly
enough, inside the code, this
climax scene is called:
catastrophe.

» 2016 - May 19 th.

Procedencia was featured later
in other festivals: Mutek (MX),
Ceremonia and Offf (MX). After it,
we worked on our second piece
La Ilusión de lo Diferente.9 A third
piece to complete our triptych was
always present during our talks,
but never really came to life.

20:00 pm

Today, I will perform again these
two pieces. Visual content will
be executed live, and sound will
be reproduced from Mr.Eddy’s
original recorded tracks.

A few months later, 2014 arrived
with dramatic waves of changes,
closures and openings. We all
left Mexico City at some point.
I moved to California. The old
furniture and objects from the
Insurgentes house were sold –
including the house–. Lisa and
Tana now live in a small town in
Southern France. Zulu, their dog
and companion, now runs freely
through the forest.

Juan Manuel Escalante
Santa Barbara, CA.
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9 - Closest English translation: The illusion of difference.
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This extended program was printed with personal funds.
Venue for this performance provided by:
MAT Media Arts and Technology Graduate Program, UCSB,
and The Santa Barbara Center for Art, Science and Technology (SBCAST)

* Above: Mexico City and Toledo’s studio, (MX). 2013
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